
What’s the difference between a Resume and a Curriculum Vitae (CV) – CV 

versus Resume? 
This depends on where you are living and what you do for a living. There are 
as many explanations as there are different ways to use a CV versus 

Resume. There are although some simple rules in the discussion about a 
Resume versus a CV. Below we will try to enlighten you and give you an 

insight in the biggest differences. 

Differences from Geographical point of view 
If you are living in Europe including the United Kingdom, you will be able to 
use the terms CV and Resume rather interchangeably. There is little 

difference between them for people living in EU/UK. Although CV is more 
used than Resume here. If you live in the United States, the differences 

between a Resume and a CV can be big; you could say that a CV in a way is 
a special type of Resume. 

In North America, most professionals in the business world would always 

have a Resume, being a two pager, consisting of the most important 
information about you and your expertise. 

If you are working in more specialized areas like highly academic jobs within 

for instance research, medicine or similar, you would probably know a CV as 
a presentation of everything that you have done in your career including, all 

work experience, all educations, diplomas, honours, project you worked on 
and concepts created in your work. A CV will be a substantial longer 

document with all this information. 

Differences in the Length of a CV / Resume 
There are off course more specific differences then how many pages a 
CV/Resume would consist off. Depending on if you have for instance listings 

of scholarly accomplishments, publications (academic or business), articles 
this would be considered a CV. On the other hand more business 

achievements, skill, and credentials would be part of a Resume. 

A basic guideline for a North American Resume would be a 1-2 page 
document consisting of the most important information, trying to sell you to 

potential employer. A North American CV, as used mostly for academic 
positions, will contain a substantial amount of information about everything 

that you have done, and all educations you have, and typically consist of 
several pages. Instead of a Resume which is the major accomplishments you 

have done the CV will have all the relevant and mandatory achievements and 
credentials. 

In EU/UK, CVs can be very short or extremely long, depending on what you 
want to achieve and what you want to share. It is mostly depending on what 

position you are applying for. 



It is rather confusing what to do 
It can be confusing what to do, but instead of just trying to do the right 

thing, consider sending an email to the employer and simply ask for what 
level of details they are asking for and offer them further details on request. 

The only thing that can happen is that they will remember your name and 
this might give you an opportunity to be seen as professional because you 

asked what they were looking for – an interview opportunity might not be as 
far away as it was if you had not asked or if you had made the wrong 

assumptions and had send your CV/Resume in the wrong format / level of 
detail. 

You should also be aware of the fact that the cover letter or the application 

will be seen as you trying to get the employer to read your CV/Resume to 
see if your competences are the right ones for the position. 

Reference guide to the major differences between a CV and aResume 
North America 
CV or Curriculum Vitae 

▪ Typically 6-15 pages (can be even bigger) 

▪ Usually used within academic or science 

▪ Complete listing of all achievement and experience 

▪ All elements are thoroughly described 

▪ Must be read thoroughly and not easy to get a simple overview 

Resume 

▪ Typically 1-2 pages (max. 3 pages) 

▪ Usually used within business (administration) 

▪ Summary of accomplishments, credentials and achievements 

▪ Highlighting the important elements 

▪ Easy to get an overview 

Europe 
CV or Curriculum Vitae 

▪ Can range from a simple 1-2 pages to as long as necessary 

▪ Can be used in any area of business 

▪ Depending on what job you are applying for it can be detailed or simple 

Resume 

▪ Not used in Europe 

Main objective 
The main objective of a CV or Resume is to give the employer all necessary 

information for him to create an overview of the person applying for a job so 
that he can decide whom to choose for an interview. 

If ever in doubt, call the potential employer and ask them what they need 

then you already have a “toe” in the door. 



CONTACT INFORMATION 

Name 

Address 

Country 

Telephone 

Cell Phone 

Email 

PERSONAL INFORMATION 

Date of Birth 

Place of Birth 

Citizenship 

Visa Status 

Gender 

Additional Personal Information: 

Optional 

Marital Status 

Spouse's Name 

Children 

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 

List in chronological order, include position details and dates of employment 

Work History 

Academic Positions 

Research and Training 

EDUCATION  

Include dates, majors, and details of degrees, training, and certification  

High School 

University 

Graduate School 

Post-Doctoral Training 

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 

Certifications and Accreditations 

Computer Skills 

AWARDS 

PUBLICATIONS 

BOOKS 

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS 

LANGUAGES 

List languages and fluency 



INTERESTS 

 

 

 

SOME TIPS ON MAKING A GOOD RESUME 

The thought of writing a resume fills many people with dread. However, all you need is a plan that 

covers both lay out and content. CareerOne's website editor and Ask Kate columnist, Kate 

Southam passes on the advice from the experts. The plan below should help you produce a 

resume that is easy to read and packed with facts employers want to know. 

Contact details 

Centre contact details at the top of the page. Include name, address, phone number, mobile 

and email. Make sure your name and phone/email contacts are on each page just in case the 

pages get separated after being printed out in hard copy. Only use professional-sounding 

email addresses. Emails used by couples or zany nicknames like evilpixie@ should be 

replaced. This is a marketing document promoting you so use some variation of your name. 

Birth date and marital status 

You are not legally obliged to include either detail. Including marital status in this day and 

age just looks plain weird to me. As for age, MANY recruiters advise against it - there is just 

too much age prejudice out there. However, if you think displaying your birth date would be 

an advantage to you, then go ahead. 

Lay out 

Again, this is really open to debate but the best advice I've heard is “keep it simple”. Font 

style should be easy to read like 11 point Times New Roman or Arial. I've noticed many 

candidates use a table format but I find this wastes a lot of space and thus creates more pages. 

Centring contact details and your Career history or Career summary (see next section) is fine 

and then placing the other information flush left. 

Bold for headings is easier to read than bold and underline (overkill). Use dot points if you 

want, but just the one type. I have seen resumes with a variety of dot points. Also avoid 

colours. The content of the resume is the most important thing. 

Summarising your strengths upfront 

You can do this two ways. Either via a list of Key Strengths represented as dot points or by 

creating a section under a heading like Career Profile. 



Key Strengths 

Based on my conversations with recruitment consultants, a Key Strengths area represented 

with dot points is the popular option. The aim of the section is to give the person reading your 

resume a quick snapshot of what you have to offer so they place you in the short list pile. 

For example: 

High level computer skills including Excel, Word and Powerpoint. 

Five years experience in customer service both face-to-face and phone based. 

And you fill in the rest. As a guide, four to six points is good but there is no real rule. Another 

tip, be specific. I see a lot of “Excellent Communication Skills” but what does that mean? 

Try: 

Excellent written and verbal communication skills acquired via study and customer service 

work. 

Career Profile, Career Overview, Career Summary, Career Objective? 

Many people start a resume with a Career Objective. I think this is fine for school leavers or 

recent uni grads. For the rest of us, a Career Profile or Career Overview might be better. 

A Career Objective details what you expect an employer to do for you. Employers want to 

know what you are going to do for them. If you really want to include it because you think it 

will work in your favour then do it at the end of the Career Profile or Career Overview. 

For example, "While currently a product manager, my career goal is to move into general 

management". 

A Career Overview should provide the reader with a quick preview of what he or she will 

find in your resume. It is there to make sure they actually read through your resume. It should 

be a few sentences and written as one paragraph. It should include a smattering of your 

professional, academic and industry training. Some personal attributes are optional. As stated, 

your career goal could serve as the last sentence. For example: 

Career Overview 

Description of employer 

This is appropriate for those coming from overseas or in cases where the company might be 

largely unknown. Organisations like IBM, News Limited, Suncorp or the big banks, to name 

a few examples, will need no explanation. 

 



I read a resume from a candidate with fabulous IT experience gained while working for the 

largest children's hospital in India but he didn't say that. The hospital name, without that 

description, might not ring any bells with an IT hiring manager in Australia. 

Responsibilities 

People make the mistake of believing the more responsibilities listed the better. Include only 

the key things you were "responsible" (accountable) for. Don't list every single thing you did. 

I have seen CVs where people include: "Attended a weekly team meeting" So what? 

"Chairing" the weekly team meeting is a responsibility. See the difference? 

Achievements 

Up to three per job is good and be specific. List the things that you did that you were not paid 

to do. Items would include staff awards and special commendations. Also ideas you put 

forward, scoped out or helped to implement that led to a cost saving or an increase in revenue 

or delivered new clients or resulted in higher levels of customer service or time efficiencies. 

The key here is results. Achievements show potential hirers what you are made of and what 

they can expect you will do for them. Indent your achievements by one tab on your resume to 

make them stand out.  

Responsibilities: 

Skills acquired: Excellent organisational skills, communication skills and the ability to multi 

task. During this time I completed both a MYOB course and a first aid certificate. I managed 

the books for my husband’s plumbing business and I created and managed the roster for 

volunteers at my daughter’s child care centre. 

Marketing Manager - XYZ company - February 2001 - December 2005 About XYZ 

company: One line if the company is not well known. 

Responsibilities: A few dot point lines Key Achievements: At least three dots points 

detailing not what you were paid to do but how you went beyond that. And the rest of your 

history in reverse date order. Candidates who have been full time carers could also use this 

method. Skills acquired would certainly include project management as well as 

communicating with a range of “stakeholders” from health care professionals and community 

workers to family members. 

A more difficult gap to fill involves people coming back from severe illness. What you do in 

this instance is highly personal and I would advise getting the input of whatever organisation 

that relates to your life experience. 

I can tell you that there is a lot of prejudice out there. For example, a survey of doctors with 

patients who had come back from depression found most would not recommend disclosure 

for their patients returning to work. So please get expert advice. 

Education and Training 



Start with your highest qualification first. Unless you are fresh out of school, leave your 

secondary school history out. 

Education and Training section can cover university, TAFE training, industry courses, in-

house courses, and any other professional training. 

Professional Memberships 

Include only those relevant to your career as well as an indication of how active you are in 

the organisation. 

Referees 

References/Referees come at the end. Names and phone numbers (not mobiles) are the most 

acceptable presentation. Add a sentence: "Written references available upon request"; if you 

wish. 

Hobbies and interests 

I have heard mixed views about the wisdom of including a "Hobbies and Interests" section. If 

you want to include it, place it before Referees. 

Some career experts warn that the section could work against you if the reader dislikes or is 

threatened by the activities you list. 

How long should my resume be? 

For school leavers and those that have been in the workforce for a few years, two pages is 

fine but for everyone else three to five pages is advised. That is the advice from career 

experts like Amanda McCarthy of Brisbane, author of Resumes for Dummies and from 

Geelong-based business consultant Steve Gray. 

“Both warn that hiring managers and recruiters want to see how your career has developed as 

well as some detail of your achievements, both what they were and how they added value to 

the business.” 

“However, experts advising mature candidates say don't go back more than 10 years on your 

resume. You can include a paragraph under the heading “Other professional experience” if 

you want so you can mention earlier work of particular interest or relevance. Or you can 

provide a full summary of your professional history. You can end with the sentence: “Full 

resume available upon request.” 

My last word 

The structure above provides the potential employer with the information that he or she wants 

- in the correct order - to help them make the decision to interview or not.============= 



 


